Kimura’s disease: a diagnostic dilemma
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DESCRIPTION
A 42-year-old male patient came to the department with multiple swellings on his face. Ten years prior to his presentation at our department, he underwent surgical excision at another hospital for similar swellings. However, as per the history the swelling recurred immediately within a month after surgery which gradually increased in size. The medical history of the patient did not reveal any significant history. On clinical examination (figure 1), a solitary swelling with bi-lobed appearance was appreciable, which may be due to the presence of indentation at the middle of lower eyelid of the right eye originating from medial aspect of supraorbital region and nasal bridge upto the infraorbital region measuring approximately 4×2 cm in dimension. The edges of the swelling were clearly defined with no visible pulsations seen over the surface. The skin overlying the swelling was reddish in colour, stretched and glossy in appearance. On palpation swelling was afebrile, non-tender with smooth surface and well-defined margins. Further, it was soft in consistency, non-fluctuant, non reducible and compressible. Another diffuse swelling was seen over lower left portion of the face extending superiorly 2 cm below the infraorbital margin and inferiorly extending upto the inferior border of the mandible. Anteroposteriorly involving lateral wall of the nose up to the anterior border of the ramus of the mandible, measuring approximately 5×3 cm in dimension. In view of the above findings a clinical diagnosis of vascular malformation/lymphangioma was made.

On investigating, his blood parameters revealed raised eosinophilia. The other systemic investigation were unremarkable. Ultrasonography (figure 2) revealed ill defined heterogeneously hypercoechoic areas with multiple small vascular channel in it showing flow venous and low resistance arterial flow pattern in it. A soft tissue MRI scan (figure 3) revealed, diffuse asymmetric thickening of subcutaneous tissue of face involving cheek and bilateral submandibular region with presence of ill defined infiltrative T1 hypointense and T2 fat hyperintense soft tissue showing moderate homogenous post contrast enhancement. Also, similar lobulated moderately enhancing subcutaneous soft tissue is seen in right periorbital region and in pre-septal space measuring approximately 6.4×3.6 cm in size extending upto the dorsum of nose and right frontal subcutaneous plain. Bilateral submandibular and parotid gland were bulky and revealed mild homogenous post contrast enhancement. Also, histopathological examination of the skin biopsy from left cheek revealed, dense chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate with excess of eosinophils. The investigative findings were suggestive in making a final diagnosis of Kimura’s disease.

Kimura’s disease also known as eosinophilic lymphohgranuloma, is a rare benign inflammatory disorder of unknown aetiology.1 A very few cases have been listed in literature and which add to the diagnostic dilemma of the disease as its features often confusing and overlap with other entities. The most common disease that resembles Kimura’s disease is angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophils. It is interesting to note that both the diseases have a predilection for the head and neck region and clinically present as subcutaneous mass having lymphoid infiltrates along with eosinophils.
and vascular proliferation. Kimura’s disease was identified as a different identity by Rosai et al.2 Other differential diagnosis includes reactive lymphadenopathy, angiomma/lymphangioma, lymphoma, salivary gland tumour, nodal metastasis, Kikuchi disease and Mikulicz’s disease.1,4

The diagnosis can be aided by Ultrasonography/CT/MRI scans which can help in delineating the extent and also in evaluating the progression of the disease. The first line of treatment includes surgical excision with steroid therapy (systemically administered). Cases where size of lesion is too large may be treated using radiation therapy.
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Learning points
► The diagnosis of Kimura’s Disease can be difficult and misleading as patients with this disease are often evaluated using avoidable procedures by just not being aware of KD.
► Here we have tried to put forward the clinical and investigative features of Kimura’s disease, which usually pose challenge in diagnosing this condition.
► Though it is rare, one has to be aware of it as its recurrence rate is very high following any kind of treatment.
► In our case, patient had undergone prior surgery but it recurred within 1 month afterwards, following which patient visited our department with swelling on the face after 10 years.